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A NUMERICAL BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD FOR 
ELASTODYNAMICS. I 
BY DAVID M. COLE, DAN D. KOSLOFF, AND J. BERNARD MINSTER 
ABSTRACT 
The boundary initial value problems of elastodynamics are formulated as 
boundary integral equations. It is shown that these integral equations may be 
solved by time-stepping numerical methods for the unknown boundary values, 
A specific numerical scheme is presented for antiplane strain problems and a 
numerical example is given, 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Many: of the boundary value problems in geophysics and engineering involve 
bodies whose geometries preclude the construction of analytical solutions. In such 
cases it is often necessary to resort to numerical techniques. The most commonly 
used numerical methods, finite differences and finite elements, require a computa- 
tional grid which fills the solution domain and is fine enough to resolve the features 
of interest in the solution. In large domains this places strong constraints on the 
resolution of solutions which may be achieved in practice. 
Many problems of interest involve the solution of a system of linear partial 
differential equations for which a surface integral representation exists. In this form 
the solution at an interior point of a homogeneous body is written as a convolution 
of the physically relevant boundary values, initial values, and inte~rior sources with 
a singular solution of the system of differential equations. In general, the boundary 
values will not all be known and unless the singular solution used coincides with the 
Green's tensor for the problem such an integral representation is merely another 
statement of the problem 
Through a limiting process these integral representations may be converted into 
integral equations involving only the boundary values, initial values, and interior 
sources. This integral equation form is an equally valid statement of the problem 
and has the advantage that the only unknown quantities are boundary values, since 
the interior sources and initial values are usually specified. The boundary value 
problem is formulated irectly in terms of boundary values and the solution at 
interior points need not be considered, although it may be evaluated at these points 
directly from the integral representation, once the boundary integral equations 
(BIE) have been solved. In many geophysical modeling problems this is not neces- 
sary, since physical observations are often confined to boundaries. 
This paper directs its attention to the reduction of the BIE for linear elastody- 
namics to general purpose algebraic relations among the boundary values at a finite 
set of space and time points. These algebraic relations can then be used in a time- 
stepping algorithm to obtain approximate solutions for any boundary value-initial 
value problem involving the elastic body for which they were formulated. 
The advantages of the BIE method lie primarily in the reduction of the number 
of spatial dimensions of the problem by one and by formulating the problem directly 
in terms of the boundary values. Since one discretizes only the boundary of the 
body the number of unknown variables in the numerical problem is appropriately 
reduced and the problem of creating acceptable space filling three-dimensional grids 
is eliminated. In addition, an infinite homogeneous exterior domain may be included 
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through a BIE on its interior surface; this is a "transparent" boundary condition. 
Infinite boundaries must still be truncated unless suitably vanishing Green's tensors 
are available. 
Numerical BIE methods have been successfully applied to problems resulting 
from elliptic and parabolic type partial differential equations. These applications 
include problems from elastostatics, time harmonic elastodynamics, elastoplasticity, 
heat flow, electromagnetic s attering, and others. A representative collection of 
papers may be found in Cruse and Rizzo {1975). The BIE approach is generally 
found to be competitive with volume gridding methods for problems to which both 
are applicable. A few problems arising from hyperbolic differential equations have 
also been treated. Das (1976) and Das and Aki (1977) solve an elstodynamic BIE on 
a line in two-dimensional fracture dynamics problems. Mitzner {1967) and Friedman 
and Shaw (1962) treat two-dimensional problems with special boundary conditions. 
These studies use a time-stepping approach but do not consider a sufficiently 
general problem to be widely useful. Transient elastic wave propagation problems 
have been treated by Cruse (1968), solving elliptic BIE problems in the Laplace 
transform domain and inverting the Laplace transform to obtain time-domain 
solutions. This approach does not take advantage of the causal properties of the 
time dependent Green's tensors and requires the solution of a full matrix equation 
for each value of the transform variable. The time-domain approach taken here 
permits the development ofan explicit stepping scheme and hence greater economy 
in the calculation of numerical solutions. 
The remainder of this paper consists of three sections. The second section contains 
a derivation of the time dependent displacement BIE for elastodynamics. In the 
third section a discretization scheme for the BIE is developed in the context of 
interpolation functions and a specific interpolation method is presented for antiplane 
strain problems. In the fourth section the results of a simple antiplane strain problem 
are presented. An accompanying paper (Cole, 1979, in preparation), will present 
extensive numerical calculations and a discussion of the performance of the tech- 
nique. 
II. ANALYTIC BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The equations of motion of isotropic linearized elasticity are 
~2 
p ~-~ u~ = o~jj + t} (1) 
Oij ~- CijklUk,l 
Cokt = h,~ij&~ + #(&k6jt + &t6jk). (2) 
Here }, and # are the Lame' constants, p is the density, and aij are the cartesian 
stress components; 6ii is the Kronecker delta and summation over repeated indices 
is assumed unless otherwise indicated; f is  the body force density and Uk.l ---- O/Oxtuk. 
Consider the motion of a homogeneous body B with interior B' and piecewise 
Liapunov boundary OB {e.g., Kupradze, 1963) with normal n for times t _-> 0. The 
body forces f and initial values, u(r, t) and O/Ot u(r, t) at t = 0, are specified for 
r E B. In addition there will be conditions which the boundary values, u(r, t) and 
~(r, t) = o - n at r ~ OB, must satisfy. (For a well-posed problem these conditions 
will not specify u and ¢ completely.) 
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A fundamental solution ~ (r, t; ro, to) of equation (1) is defined by 
0 z 
p Oto----~ Gii = CipqsGqj,~opo + &j 8(t - to)8(r - ro) (3) 
for r, ro ~ B', where f,,o denotes differentiation with respect o the s-component of 
ro, the source coordinate. 3 (t) is the Dirac delta function. 
also has the causality property 
Gij(r, t; ro, to) =- O, a(t - to) < [r - ro[ (3a) 
and the time translation property 
Gij(r, t + tl; ro, to -b t l )  ---- Gij(r, t; ro, to) (3b) 
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where a -- [ ()~ + 21~)/p] 1/2 and fl = (#/p)i/2 are the compressional nd shear-wave 
velocities, respectively. 
From equations (1) and (3) one may obtain [see e.g., de Hoop (1958); Archambeau 
and Minster 0978). Wheeler and Sternberg (1968) give a precise treatment]. 
u(r, t) = {~. r(r0, to) - u(r0, to). K. n} dSo dto 
=0 ~B 
0 o} I + p ~ '~ u(ro, to) - u-~-~ ~ dVo 
t0=0 
+ ~¢" f(ro, to) dVo dto 
=0 
(4) 
for r ~ B'. If r ~ B the left-hand side of equation (4) is zero. Here, n(ro) and dSo are 
the outward normal and surface element of OB at to, dVo is the volume element and 
Kijk = Cii~Grk.s is the stress field associated with ~. 
The second integral in equation (4) contains the influence of initial values and the 
third gives the effect of body forces acting in B'. These two integrals are assumed to 
be known and will henceforth be represented by the vector F(r, t), which can often 
be interpreted as an "infinite space" solution to the body force-initial value problem. 
The first integral contains the effect of the boundary values u and r and is of 
primary interest here since the boundary values will be regarded as the basic 
unknown quantities in the problem; if they were known, the displacement a a point 
r ~ B' could be calculated irectly from equation (4). 
If r --+ OB in equation (4) one obtains an integral equation over OB and t > 0 
involving only the boundary values u and r and the known vector F. In doing this 
there is a difficulty arising from the singularities of ~ as r --) ro. Before evaluating 
the contribution of the singularities to the surface integrals it is necessary to become 
more specific about the choice of ~. 
Up to this point the only restrictions placed on ~ are those provided by equations 
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(3), (3a), and (3b), which apply in B'. These conditions are insufficient to uniquely 
specify ~ in B, although equation (4) holds for any tensor satisfying them. In 
particular, they are insufficient to uniquely specify the singularities of ~ as r ---> ro 
for r0 ~ OB since they do not exclude solutions of equation (3) which contain image 
sources outside B. In the numerical examples to follow the infinite space Green's 
tensor is used for ~, so the BIE derived here will use that tensor. This choice is 
arbitrary and for some problems it may be advantageous to use other tensors. For 
example, Das and Aki (1977) use a half-plane Green's tensor and their BIE is of a 
slightly different form from that obtained here. 
The infinite space Green's tensor is (Wheeler and Sternberg, 1968) 
p6(t - py) dp 4~rpGij(r, t; ro, O) ~',1. y3 -~/~ 
yiyj [1  1 1 + -7  -~ 6(t - y/a) - -~ 6(t - y/fl) 
6~j 
+ ~ 6(t - y/fl) 
where yi = Xio - xi, y = l yl. 
The associated stress field is 
4~rKijk = 4~rCij,~G,k,so = 
[ 5yJY_!Yk 
- 6B2 L 2 5 
[ 6yiyjyk 
+2 L y5 
y3 p6(t - py) dp 
J 1/~ 
y3 ~(t - y/fi) - 6(t - y/a) 
y~ 1 - 2 8 ( t  - y/~) + y ~ ~(t  - y/~) 
6~yj + 6jky~ [ Y 6(t - y/fl) ] y3 6(t - y/fl) + } 
As y --~ 0, ~ and K become infinite and asymptotically behave like sums of 
functions of the form y-n(O/Ot)m6(t) with n = 2, 1, 0, -1 . . .  and m = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  
We will evaluate the contributions of the singularities in equation (4) as 
r ~ rl e OB by isolating the singularity and replacing the full integrals over OB by 
their principal values. Let C(rl, e) be a cylinder of radius e centered on rl with 
generator parallel to n(r~) (see Figure la). The intersection of OB with C(rl, e) is a 
disk about r~ denoted by S(rl, e). The first term of the surface integral in equation 
(4) may be written as the sum of an integral over S(rl, e) and an integral over the 
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0(5) 
S(r!' ¢~ t 0 
(a) 
L (b) ~-'---q"-"', '  ~ ,  (z, R, O) 
o ; y 
Fro. 1. (a) A homogeneous elastic body B with interior B' and boundary OB. The cap S(rl, ~) with 
normal n(rl) contains the singular part of the surfact integral. (b) The cap S(r], 6) and coordinates used 
in evaluating S'u(r], t) and S'r(rl, ¢). 
remainder  of 013; 
lim ~o z(r°'t°)'~C(r't;r°'t°)dS°=lim{fs z'f~dS°+fo ¢.fCdSo} 
r--*rl~aB B r'-*rl  (rl, e) B-S(r l ,6  ) 
and l ikewise for the d isp lacement  integral. As • -*  0 the second integral  on the r ight 
becomes a principal  value and the first gives the contr ibut ion of the singularity. The  
singular parts  of the integrals are then the ordered l imits 
S'r(rl, t) = l im l im ~(r ,  t; ro, to ). ¢(ro, to) dSo dto 
e--~0 r-*r  I =0 (rl~) 
(5) 
SU(rl, t) ffi l im l im u(ro, to) .K(r ,  t; ro, to) • n(ro) dSo dto. (6) 
e--*O r-~r i O= 0 (rl,e) 
I t  is shown in Appendix  A that  
S~(rl,  t) = 0 
Su( r l ,  t) = -½u(r l ,  t) 
if aB is suff iciently smooth  at  r l  and u and ~ also satisfy smoothness  condit ions at  
r l .  Hence the B IE  is 
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½u(r, t) = P (~.~¢ - u .K .n} dSoto + F(r, t) 
=0 B 
(7) 
for t _-_ 0, reOB, where ~¢ and K are the infinite space Green's tensor and its associated 
stress field. It might be noted that this equation is also valid for any tensor whose 
singularities are the same as those treated on OB here and which satisfies equations 
(3), (3a), and (3b) in the interior B'. 
Two-dimensional problems may be considered as a special case of equation (7) by 
carrying out the integration on the right side of equation (7) over the translation 
axis. The two-dimensional BIE is of the same form and in particular the effect of 
the singularity is exactly the same. Singular kernel contributions of this sort have 
been considered by Kellogg (1929) for potential theory and by Kupradze (1963) and 
Mow and Pao (1971) for time-harmonic elastic problems. The effects of the singu- 
larity in altering the form of the BIE were the same, since these cases have a similar 
type of integrable spatial singularity. 
In general, one will wish to solve equation (7) for u or r, or both subject o some 
constraint, for reOB and t > 0. For example, if B is to be in contact with another 
medium the boundary conditions of continuous tractions and displacements across 
OB might be applied and the equations of motion of the contacting medium provide 
a constraint on u and r in equation (7). For a piecewise homogeneous linear elastic 
region one may obtain a set of coupled equations like equation (7) over the various 
boundaries of the medium. The coupling of the equations takes place at common 
boundaries of the homogeneous subregions. For mixed type boundary value prob- 
lems in which some components ofu and/or r are explicitly given at each point of 
OB equation (7) would be solved for the unknown components ateach point. 
III. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION OF THE BIE 
We now wish to approximate he BIE (7) for r~0B, re[0, T] by a finite system of 
algebraic equations amenable to solution by digital computers. This will be done by 
restricting the set of functions admitted as approximate solutions of equation (7) to 
superpositions from a finite set of functions and by applying equation (7) at only a 
finite number of points sufficient to yield a solution for the expansion coefficients. 
The development in this section will be specialized to the two-dimensional case of 
antiplane strain which is simpler because only one component each of displacement 
and traction is nonzero. For this case 
Ul = U2 =-- 0 
a l l  ~ a22 ~ (133 ~ (112 ----~ 0 
u3 = u(x l ,  x2, t) 
~" = o" n = ~3"r(xl, x2, t). 
Equations (1) and (2) then reduce to 
0 ~ 
p -~ u = it(u,11 + u,22) + f (x l ,  x2, t). (8) 
The infinite space Green's function is 
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G(r, t; r0, to) = - -  
1 H( t  - to - y /E )  
2~r# [(t - to) 2 - y2 / f1211/2  • 
H(t)  is the Heaviside function, fl is the shear velocity and 
Y = Iro - r{  -- [(xl  - x~o) 2 + (x2 -x20)2]  ~/2. 
The BIE is now on a curve OB in the xl - x2 plane 
lu( r ,  t) = [Gr(r0, to) - uK .n]  dSo dto + F(r,  t). 
B 
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(8a) 
Let ¢9B * = {rj, j = 1, • •.,  J} ¢0B be a set of discrete points (nodes) and let TN* = 
{tn; tn = hAt, n = 1 - . ' ,  N} be a set of equally spaced times with ty = T. The 
approximations of displacements and tractions on OB are, respectively, u* (r, t) and 
r * (r, t). A convenient and intuitively useful way of representing u* and T* is through 
interpolation functions 
for every rieOB *, tmeTN*. Then 
u*(r, t) = ~ ~, vjn(r, t)uj n (10) 
j n 
r*(r, t) = ~ ~ Tin(r, t )v  n (11) 
j n 
where uj ~ and Tj = are the expansion coefficients. (The indices j and n in this section 
refer to nodes and times and not to cartesian components as in the previous ection.) 
The expansion coefficients are intended to represent the boundary values through 
the conditions 
n r Uj ( i, t.~) = t~ijS,~. 
Tj~(ri, tz)  = $ij3mn 
u*(ri, tin) = ui m (10a) 
r*(ri, tin) ---- rim. ( l la) 
Substitution of u * and r* for u and r in equation (9) for each r]eOB * and tneTN* 
yields a system of algebraic equations 
N J 
fDG~m'r .m + DK~jimui m) .4- 2F(rj, tn) 
rn~l l~l  
j= l , . . . , J ;n=l , . . . ,N  (12) 
where 
DG) nm= 2 P G(r], tn; ro, to ) Tim (ro, to) dSo dto 
to~O B 
(13) 
(9) 
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DK~ji m = 2 P n.XToG(rj, t~; ro, to)Um(ro, to)dSo dto. 
0=0 B 
(14) 
In general there will be J equations (12) and J boundary conditions for each time 
level n. The system of equations (12), will be solved by time stepping, i.e., set n = 1, 
solve for the unknown coefficients in (12), then set n = 2, • . . .  The nature of the 
algebraic system to be solved at each time step will be determined by the type of 
boundary condition used and by the interpolation scheme used. In particular, as will 
be seen, the overall scheme may be made implicit or explicit depending on the type 
of interpolation used. 
At first sight it would appear that there are (tT)(N2J 2) discrete kernels 
DG~ m and D/Cjji m to be calculated. However, if the interpolation functions are as- 
signed time translation properties imilar to those of the Green's function, the 
number of discrete kernels required is (•)(NJ 2) in all cases. Suppose that 
u~m(r, t) = U~m+Z(r, t+  1At) 
Tim(r, t) = Tim+Z(r, t + lAt). (15) 
Then from property (3b) of the Green's function one easily obtains 
DG~i m = DG)}+l m+l 
DICjj: = DKTji +l m+l (16) 
Hereafter the upper (time) indices of DG~ m will be written unambiguously as 
DG~ -m and likewise for D/Cji -m. The causality properties of the Green's function also 
cause some of the discrete kernels to be zero if it is required that 
Ujn(r, t) = 0 t < t~ - pat  or [ r - rj] > a 
T jn ( r , t )=0 t<t=-qht  or [ r - r j l>b .  (17) 
Under these circumstances the interpolator Up does not transmit information about 
the motion at (rj, tn) to points lying outside a semi-infinite space-time cylinder of 
radius "a" centered on rj with generator parallel to the time axis and extending 
from t = ~ to t = tn - pat .  Tp  is similarly causal. Then, since G(r, t; ro, to) = 0 for 
f l (t  - to) < ]r - r0 [ one obtains the analogous relations 
DK]ji -~ = 0 
DG~ -m -- 0 
n-  m-p  < ( I r i -  rj[ + a) f ih t  
n - -  m- -  q < (Iri  -- rj] + b)/ f iAt .  (18) 
Relations uch as equation (17) can thus be used to make the scheme implicit or 
explicit. For the three-dimensional c se a similar esult is obtained from the causality 
condition equation (3a). If an infinite space three-dimensional Green's tensor is used 
there is an additional relation corresponding to quiescence after passage of the shear 
wave. 
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The properties represented by equations (16) and (18) are discrete analogs of the 
properties of the analytic Green's function. The spatial translation-rotation sym- 
metries of the free-space Green's function are not present in the discrete versions 
because the node numbering scheme will not in general correspond to uniform 
increments of distance and because of the surface orientation involved in the 
integrals of equations (13) and (14). Exceptions to this exist, for example in uniformly 
gridded planes and cylinders. 
The time translation property, equation (16), makes clear the possibilities for 
numerical instability. If the type of boundary condition does not change with time, 
at each time step one must solve a system 
n-1 
d.C  ~-  y. 2=--m'Cm+Vn 
m~l 
where d ,  21,  2 2, " " " are the same for each time step, C m is the vector of unknowns 
at time level m and v n contains the rest of the terms in equation (12). One might 
regard this iterative process as similar to a finite difference method on the boundary 
in which the difference molecule xpands backward in time with each step, with the 
same problems of stability. (This is in fact the approach taken by Burridge, 1969, in 
solving fracture problems. He discretizes a nonlocal differential operator involving 
derivatives with respect o time and the tangent o the boundary.) For even the 
simplest curves OB and interpolators the discrete kernels depend in a very complex 
way on the discretization parameters, and a thorough analysis of stability and 
consistency is as yet unavailable. Appendix C contains a brief discussion of these 
matters for a straight boundary. 
The problem of creating an accurate method of solving antiplane elasticity 
problems is now reduced to the problem of selecting interpolation functions that 
cause solutions of equation (12) to accurately represent the motion of the body. The 
specific method presented here was chosen because of its simplicity and intuitive 
appeal. Its usefulness will be demonstrated in the following section, which deals with 
a numerical example. 
Consider now the situation where u(r, t) and v(r, t) are known on OB up to some 
time tm and we wish to investigate the motion through the next time step. Let 
Im(r, t) = 2 P [ Crr-  uK.n] dSodto + 2F(r, t) 
~0 
so that Ira(r, tin) = u(r, t,~). Ira(r, t) contains all required information about the 
motion of B before time tin. From equation (12) one obtains 
u(r, t) = 2 P [G¢ - uK. n] dSo dto+ Im (r, t) 
toEt m B 
(19) 
where 
t+ --- lira (t + ~). 
e-*0+ 
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If t is restricted to the interval [tm+~, tm] and if f iat is small compared to the 
dimensions of OB the integration over OB in equation (19) will be over a relatively 
small region about r, since G and K are nonzero only within the backward causality 
cone of (r, t). (See Appendix B, Figures 5 and 6.) In this sense the point (r, t) is 
isolated because it receives information on the motion of OB after tm only from a 
small region. 
Accordingly, the interpolation functions hould not destroy this isolation and in 
general should permit accurate modeling of the flow of information through the 
various causality cones of the node points. Over short times and distances, i.e., near 
the apex of the backward causality cone where the Green's function is most strongly 
singular, the nature of the interaction of the nodes is strongly influenced by the type 
of interpolation used. Therefore, some care should be taken in the selection of 
interpolators o that they accurately represent short scale dynamics and do not 
transmit information noncausaUy to nearby nodes. The causality requirements 
indicate that the interpolation functions should be highly localized in time and 
space. 
In order to calculate the values of the discretized kernels DG~ and D/~j it is 
necessary to introduce a parameterization f OB. (This calculation must be carried 
out from analytic formulas near the singularities of G and K.) There are many ways 
of approximating OB by fitting a curve through the points of OB *, but the simplest 
one will be used here. Let DB be an approximation of OB consisting of a series of 
connected straight line segments Aj  of length Lj through the points rj of OB * and 
tangent o OB at rj (see Figure 2). If fiAt < min (Li/2) and r = rjeOB* in equation 
i=1,. -.,J 
(19) the spatial projection of the portion of the backward causality cone of (rj, t) 
with t~+~ t ->_ t~ lies entirely within Aj. Substituting u* and r* in equation (19) one 
obtains 
ft+  u*(rj, t) = 2G(rj, t; ro, to)¢ *(ro, to) dSo dto+/~*(rj ,  t), 
tm 
j= l ,  . . . , J  (20) 
since K(r/, t; r0, t).n(ro) --- 0 for roeAj. In* is the approximation to Im obtained by 
using u* and T* in the definition of Ira. Upon setting t = tm÷~ in equation (20) one 
obtains equation (12) simplified by using the approximation DB of OB. 
The objective here is to obtain a general purpose linear relation among the 
coefficients uff, ¢jm that accurately represents the physical behavior of the elastic 
body. In the analytic BIE the value of u(r, t) depends only on the boundary values 
before time t. Thus it is physically acceptable that upon setting t -- tm+~ in equation 
(20) it contains only uj re+l, uj m, • •. ,  uj 1 (j ~--- 1, • •., J). Furthermore in view of the 
identification 
Im(rj,  tm) = u(r j ,  tm) 
it is appropriate that Im* depend only on uT, uj m-l, • • ", uj 1 (j ~- 1, • •. ,  J).  S im~ar 
arguments apply for T*, therefore letp -- q = 1 in equation (17). With this restriction, 
at time step (m + 1) the algebraic equation (12) will be solved for the unknowns 
among uj ~+1, ~jm+l, (j = 1, • • ", J ) ,  since these are the highest ime level coefficients 
appearing there. 
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If T*(r0, to), ro E Aj, to E [tin+l, tm] depends on coefficients of higher time level 
than m only through ¢jm+l, then since Im* depends only on Ti m, ui m, Ti m-l, ui m-~, • •., 
i = 1, • - -, J it is apparent that equation (20) will contain only ¢ff+l, ujm+~ from time 
level (m + 1) for a particular value of j .  That is, nodes do not communicate over 
time intervals less than At because 2fiht/Li ~ 1, and because the Green's function is 
causal and the interpolation functions are spatially localized. This causes the 
iterative scheme to be explicit and is a direct result of preserving the causal nature 
B 
Fro. 2. Approximation f a boundary OB by its discretization DB. 
of the analytic Green's function in constructing the discrete kernels. The simplest 
type of spatial interpolation that has this localization property is piecewise constant 
Tjn(r,t)={ Tjn(t) 
Uj~(r, t) = [ vjn(t) 
rEA j ,  t>=t~-At 
otherwise 
r~A j ,  t>=t , -A t  
otherwise. 
(21) 
The use of piecewise constant interpolation for displacements is not necessary for 
the purpose of constructing an explicit scheme, but it makes it relatively easy to 
calculate the kernels D/~/j. The use of interpolators with separable space and time 
dependence is in itself noncausal, since it allows transmission of signals from a node 
rj to the extremity of the line element Aj instantaneously. With the use of very 
localized interpolators the effect of errors introduced by this is not expected to be 
large unless wavelengths comparable to the node separation are encountered. 
It now remains only to choose the time dependence of the interpolators ujn(t), 
Tp(t). Since 
v*(r, t) = T*(rj, t), r E Aj 
the spatial integration in equation (20) may be carried out to give 
u*(rj, t) ,8 ~'~ = - T*(rj, to) dto + Im*(rj, t). 
t~ J tt m 
(22) 
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The time dependence of Im* will in general be unknown, so the best that can be 
done to ensure suitability of the time interpolation is to require consistency of Ujn(t) 
with Tin(t). In order to keep them localized in time let 
Tfl(t) = { ~ tn >= t >= t~-I 
otherwise. (23) 
Since the displacement in equation (22) is related to a time integral of the tractions 
a suitable type of interpolation for displacements is piecewise linear 
U f l ( t )~-{~-{t - - tn{ /At '  tn+l~ t ~ tn-1 
otherwise. (24) 
This defines the interpolation scheme used in the numerical example. (It will be 
denoted as Do in Appendix C.) 
The use of piecewise constant time interpolation for tractions is not altogether 
arbitrary. If piecewise linear interpolation is used, as for displacements, it is found 
that the iterative scheme is unstable when solving for tractions. An explanation of 
this effect is given in Appendix C. 
IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this section we consider an elementary problem in elastic wave propagation. It 
is the problem of finding the SH motion of two welded half-planes under the 
influence of a two-dimensional point source. The point source is located in the 
medium with lower velocity, giving rise to a head wave. The geometry of the 
problem is shown in Figure 3. The interface xtends to infinity in both directions. 
The numerical grid consists of 48 line segments of length L. Note that it is truncated 
at nodes i and 48 (see Figure 3). The source is located above nodes 24 and 25. The 
time step At was selected to be the largest ime step for an explicit scheme 
Q2 - fi2ht _ 1 
L 2 
(numerical subscripts refer here to medium 1 or medium 2). 
The time dependence of the point source was a quadratic: fir, t) = 5(r - rDh(t) 
where 
~0; t<0,  t>2~ 
t(T~ - t) 
h(t)= • 0<t<T~ 
Ts 2 
(t - ¢~)(2¢~ - t). 
T2 ' ~ < t< 2~8. (25) 
For the example presented, ~8 was chosen to be 10 At, so the free space wavelength 
of the disturbance is about 5 grid lengths in medium 1. 
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The free space wave form, F(r, t) was calculated using 
F(r, t) = Gl(r, t; r~, to)h(to)dto. 
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For this geometry the discrete kernel has the symmetry properties 
D m m DG~,/+I = Gij = DG~i. 
MEDIUM t r 
- --F~,4 . . . .  I =', : ', -- ', = ', = ', ~ ', -- ', = ', = I = ', = ', : ', = ', ~ I -- ,~- ' , .... +- -F - -  
1 17 24 25 52 48 
~2 '~2 
MEDIUM Z '8 ' / 'Sz  = I/2 
FI //-L 2 = 114 
FIG. 3. Geometry of  the numerical  example. I t  consists of  two ha]f-planes wi th  inf inite welded contact. 
Also shown is the discret~ation of  the boundary, truncated at nodes I and 48. The  point  source is at r,. 
Let k = I i - J l. The kernel for the interpolation scheme given by equations (21), 
(23), and (24) is then 
QL (Era+ 1 _ 1) (Ek  +1/2 - -  Ek-1/2)mH(rn)g(m~) (26) DGT: = qr# 
where Q = f lht/L.  E~ is the translation operator; E~f(k, m) = f(k + b, m), and 
7 c°sh-x (I 7[ -1) + sin-~ (7), [71 --< 1 
g(7) = sgn(7), 171--> 1. 
The discretized BIE for this problem is 
n 
uTj = ~ DG~Tff r~ + 2F(ri, t,) (27) 
i=l  rn=l 
n DG'~ -~ r m u'~j = ~ 2 ij 2i. (28) 
i=1 rn~l 
The displacements do not appear on the right-hand side because DK~0 = 0, for this 
geometry. Note that truncation of the grid is equivalent o making the boundary 
traction-free outside the grid in this particular problem. By application of the 
boundary conditions 
u~ = u~j 
-rTj = r~j (29) 
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equations (27) and (28) were solved by time stepping. The analytic solution was 
obtained using integral transform techniques and the Cagniard-de Hoop transform 
inversion method, which gives the exact solution in closed form for this problem. 
The numerical solution is shown for three nodes along with the exact solution in 
Figure 4. As can be seen, the results are quite good for the entire time series. The 
maximum error 
Ej = max I uJ" - u,= (rj, t.)/max I u =(rj, t.)l 
/z /z 
(30) 
is about 5 per cent and occurs at the onset of the direct wave at nodes remote from 
the source. (See Figure 4, node 1, time steps 96 and 116.) The error at other times 
is smaller (<2 per cent) and all errors decrease approximately linearly with L/filrs 
for fixed Q2 and fll/fi2. The anomalously large onset error is eliminated when a time 
function with smoother onset is used. A rather interesting result is that the numerical 
solution is also good at node 1, which is located at the truncation of the BIE grid. 
.O2 
u/ /  ,~  NODE 24 
~'~. direct wave - -  Exact 
.015 ~ ~ ~ BIE 
.01 I I NODE 9 
L head wave NODE 1 
.005 / ~ ~ head wove 
t 1 85 ,5 ,25 
0 ] ~ I v I~  I 1~ I I_ • - 
T ~ "  ~ direct wave 
-.005 l ¢ direct wave 
-.01 
-.015 
-02  L 
FIG. 4. Analytic and numerical solutions for nodes 24, 9, and 1. 
This can be understood through an examination ofthe analytic solution to the stress 
field near the boundary far from the source. It is found that the traction on the 
interface is sufficiently small near node 1 so that the approximation f zero tractions 
outside of the numerical grid does not cause the quadratures in equations (27} and 
(28) to be greatly inaccurate. It should also be noted that the head wave, which is 
well developed at nodes 9 and 1, is not distorted in the numerical solution. This 
suggests that numerical dispersion is not a significant effect along straight bound- 
aries in the BIE method. 
CONCLUSION 
The boundary integral equation formulation of elastodynamics provides a useful 
foundation for the creation of a numerical procedure for the solution of boundary 
value problems. Since the problem is directly posed in terms of the boundary values 
of displacements and stresses, the unknown boundary values may be found without 
calculating the motion of interior points. This reduces the spatial dimensionality of 
the problem by one and may eliminate some problems found in volume gridding 
methods, such as numerical dispersion. The dynamic behavior of the medium is 
represented ntirely by the Green's function, so it is necessary that the discretization 
of the analytic BIE be consistent with the physical nature of the Green's function. 
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In particular, the interpolation scheme must not transmit information oncausally 
and must accurately represent he short-scale dynamics of the medium. In the 
numerical procedure used here, this was accomplished by using a very localized 
interpolation scheme. The performance ofthe method was found to be very adequate 
in a simple numerical problem. 
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APPENDIX  A 
We wish to evaluate the limits 
fJi ST(r1, t) = lim lim ~(r, t; r0, to). ¢(r0, to) dSodto (A.1) e--*0 r---~r 1 °~ 0 (rl,e) 
; i  Su(r~, t) = lim lim u(ro, to). K(r, t; ro, to)-n(ro)dSodto. (A.2) E---~O r--~r 1 t0=O (rl,E) 
If r~ is located on a portion of OB which satisfies the Liapunov smoothness 
conditions locally there is a continuously differentiable function h(R, 0) and con- 
stants A and 8 such that 
z = h(R, 0); [h(R, 0) I < A R TM, 0 < 8 =< 1 (A.3) 
is a description of OB about rz. The coordinates (z, R, 0) refer to a cylindrical 
coordinate system centered on r~ with the z-axis parallel to n(r~) (see Figure lb). 
It will be assumed that u(r, t) and 7(r, t) satisfy HSlder conditions as a function 
of space about (r, t) i.e. 
I ¢i(r l ,  t) - ~-i(r, t) I < C { r - r~ I~, 0 < ~, _-< 1 (A.4) 
and likewise for u(rl, t). C is a constant. It will also be assumed that ¢ and O/Ot u 
satisfy HSlder conditions near (rl, t) as a function of time. 
To show that Sz -- 0 it is only necessary to demonstrate that a representative 
term of S¢ is zero, e.g., S'ri* = 0 where 
Sr i *= l iml imf t j~fs  
e---~0 r-*r 1 =0 (rl,e) 
3(t - to - y /a)  
v i dSodto. (A.5) 
Y 
The other type of term of ~ has the same order of singularity, since {y0,ffy2 {=<1, and 
its integral in the limit must also be zero. 
If the order of integration of (A.5) is reversed and the integration over time is 
carried out one obtains 
F 
Svi* (r~, t) = lim lim | 
e--*0 r---*rl JS(rl,¢) 
Ti(ro, t -- y /a) 
dSo. (A.6) 
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Since v satisfies a HSlder condition as a function of time an expression similar to 
(A.4) holds 
where 
'r i(ro, t -y /a)  = Ti(ro, t) + O (y') 
0<~?_-_ 1. 
Thus an expansion of Ti about (rl, t) is possible which is of the form 
¢i(ro, t - y /a )  = "ri(rl, t) + F (y ' )  + tY (y~) 
as r --> rl. Since y~-~ < y-~ as y --* 0 it is sufficient o show that 
lim lim f~ ~dSo=O. 
e--*0 r---* r1 (rl,e) 
The vanishing of less singular contributions then follows. 
In the local coordinate system, if r --~ rl along the z-axis 
y2 = R02 + (i r _ r~ I - h(Ro, 0)) 2 
using (A.3) for small R0 
1 1 [ {Az'Rol+n~l 
Y = [R02 + z,2],/2 I + G \~02-~-~7~] j 
where z' = ]r  - r l  ]. Also 
dSo = [1 + O(RoS) ]RodRodO. 
Neglecting the higher order, less singular terms, the integral in (A.7) becomes 
(A.7) 
fR RodRo lim lim 2~ r~ z,211/2j ~o z,-~o L,~o 2+ 
0~0 
- 2Tr lim lim [(e 2 + z'2) ~/2 - z'] = 0 
e-*O z'----~O 
This proves (A.7) and therefore S~*(rl, t) -- 0 and S~(rl, t) = 0. The proof of (A.7) 
is easily extended to show that 
lim lim fs --1 dSo = 0 for ~ > 0. 
e--*0 r--*r I (rl,e) y2-~ 
In evaluating Su(rl, t) we note that the only possible nonzero contributions will 
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come from terms of K of the form 
8( t -  to -  y/a) ~ and 8( t -  to -  y/a) y3 
Y 
since all other terms are of order 1/y as y --) 0 and Ou/Ot satisfies a HSlder condition. 
The dot product of n(ro) with terms of this form gives three types of singular terms 
y ff~y__knk. ~Oyknk y5 , -~ , and Y-~3 k-.y (A.8) 
A property of the Liapunov surface is that for rl, ro • OB 
[ n(rl) - (rl - to) [ < Air1 - ro 11+~ 
so the first two terms of (A.8) are of order 1/3 z-s as r --. rl and by the previous 
arguments give no contribution to the integral of (A.2) in the limit. The only 
remaining singular integrals are then of the form 
lim lira fs ui(ro, t - y/a) ~o ~rl (r,E) y3 yinkd3o. (A.9) 
First, the function u(r0, t - y/a) may be expanded about (r~, t) and the higher order 
terms discarded as before. The normal n(ro) also varies smoothly about r~ 
n(ro)  -- n ( r l )  + G( [ r l  - ro 18). 
Thus (A.9) is equivalent to 
fs yink(rl) ui(rl, t) lim lim y3 dSo. (A.IO) 
e~0 r-*r 1 (rl,E) 
It is easily seen from symmetry arguments that the tangential components of y, 
when integrated on a circle about rl in (A.10), will give no contribution to the 
integral, so (A.10) is equivalent to 
fS Zo-- Z ui(rl, t)~ik lim lim y3 
e~0 r-*r 1 (rl,e) 
- -  dSo .  (A.11) 
By use of the expressions for y and dSo in the local coordinate system one obtains 
from (A.11) the equivalent integral 
f -21rz' uk(r,, t) lim lim z,213/2 RodRo ,~o z,~O [ Ro 2 + 
(A.12) 
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where higher order terms have been discarded. This is easily shown to equal 
-2~ruk(rl, t). If the various terms of the form (A.9) are summed one obtains the 
result 
Su(rl, t) = -½ u(rl, t). 
APPENDIX B 
The characteristic surface of equation (18) with apex (rx, tl) is the conical space 
time surface (Figure 6) described by 
t -- tl = Ir - r l l /B .  
This is the surface along which wave fronts with discontinuous derivatives originat- 
ing at (r~, t3 may propogate outward. This will be called the forward characteristic 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I r l  /BT  o 
FIG. 5. Contours of the two-dimensional SH Green's function in space and thne. T0 is an arbitrmry 
scaling constant with units of time. 
surface to distinguish it from the surface 
t -  tl = - I t  - r l l /B  
which will be called the backward characteristic surface of (rl, tl). Discontinuous 
wave fronts received at (rl, 6) must originate on this surface. The region 
t - t l  <=-lr-rl l/f l .  
is the forward causality cone of (rl, tt) and is the region into which smooth signals 
may propogate from (r~, h). The corresponding backward causality cone of (rl, tl) 
is the region 
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t - t l  <=- I r - r l l / f l .  
This is the region from which smooth signals may be received at ( r l ,  tl). Courant 
and Hilbert (1966) have a discussion of characteristics in several space dimensions. 
, f ~ Forward 
causality cone 
(a) ~ o f  (0,0) 
~ ~  Fonvard 
" ~ _ ~  characleristic 
~ surface of (0,01 
,, X 2 
f ~  \ ~ characteristic 
X~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  surface of (0.0) 
I 
(b) At 
~ tm+2 
tm+t  
x~ 
I -'BB 
A 
Fro. 6. (a) The causality cones for the two-dimensional scalar wave equation. (b) A depiction of the 
space time intersection of the causality cone of a point on the boundary of a circle with the circle. 
The Green's function G may be written as 
G = 
H(t -  to - I r  - rol/B) 
2¢r# [ t  - to - I r - ro I /B ]  l j z  [ t  - to + I r - ro I /B ]  ~j~" 
This is the displacement due to a point force 8(r - ro) 3(t - to). Accordingly, it is 
singular along the forward characteristic cone of (rl, to) and smooth in the interior 
of the forward causality cone of (ro, to) (see Figure 5). The singularity is weaker at 
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larger distances. When this is used in equation (9) it is apparent hat the point 
(r, t) receives discontinuous ignals only from points (ro, to) in the backward 
characteristic surface of (r, t) and smooth signals from the interior of the backward 
causality cone. Note that the integration in equation (9) must include the backward 
characteristic surface. 
For three-dimensional and plane strain problems both compressional nd shear 
waves are present and there are correspondingly more characteristic surfaces upon 
which discontinuous wave fronts may propogate. 
APPENDIX C 
The a pr io r i  estimation of errors involved in the numerical technique presented 
here is of considerable practical interest. The method is different from the familiar 
volume gridding methods in that the interative operator is nonlocal, its elements do 
not depend on the discretization parameters in a simple way and the process of 
numerical differentiation is substantially absent. Lacking clear analogies to other 
well-studied methods, it is important to see what effects the various approximations 
have in general. Since the general error estimates will involve some unknown 
coefficients it is equally important o compare numerical and exact solutions to a 
number of representative problems. This will be carried out in another paper which 
will also deal with other practical matters. 
The analytic antiplane strain BIE, equation (9), may be written in the operational 
form 
u(r, t) = LG(OB; r, t). • - LK(OB; r, t ) .u  + 2F(r, t). (c.~) 
The linear functionals LG and LK  are defined in equation (9) and depend on OB and 
the particular Green's function in use. When this equation is discretized the displace- 
ment u and traction T are replaced by their approximations u* and T*. Also, since 
the inhomogeneous term F must be represented discretely in any numerical calcu- 
lations it is approximated in some manner by F*. The boundary OB may be 
approximated to any desired accuracy by DB while the number of node points is 
held constant. (A simple redefinition of the interpolaters i required.) The discrete 
kernels may be calculated to an accuracy limited only by the word size and the 
accuracy of any library functions in use. Since the relevant calculations need only 
be carried out once for a given elastic body and interpolation scheme, it is useful to 
assume that the discrete kernels are calculated exactly. In any case, near the 
singularity they must be calculated from analytic formulas, which will presumably 
be of very high accuracy. Under these circumstances the discretized BIE is the 
algebraic version of 
u* (rj, tn) = LG(OB; rj, tn). r* - LK(OB; rj, tn)" u* + 2F* (r/, tn) 
j=  l . . . .  , J ;n= l , . . . ,N .  (C.2) 
The order of accuracy of this equation is then the order of quantity 
E/n = LG(OB; rj, tn). (~ - "r*) - LK"  (u - u*) + 2(F - F*) (C.3) 
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where u, r and F satisfy (C.1) exactly and 
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uj = = u* (rj, tn) = u(rj, tn) 
Tj ~ = r*(rj, t~ - AU2) = ¢(rj, t= - AU2). 
The order of ej n is easily found as follows: the effect of the error F - F* is apparent. 
If F* is evaluated numerically from its initial value-body force definition one should 
be careful to maintain errors smaller than those due to the interpolation scheme. 
Since the Green's function has strong variation near the backward characteristic 
surface of the receiver point, the errors from this portion of the integral are 
dominant. The order of e~ is then determined by the local order of accuracy, the 
order of accuracy of the interpolation scheme. For interpolation scheme Do, defined 
in equations (21), (23), and (24) 
u u* G(L Ou) 02 
- = os +o(at  ~-~u)  
v - ~* = G(L o~) + G(ht ~t t)
where s is an arc length along OB and L is the spatial discretization length. Therefore 
E j  n = G(L) + O(At) (C.3a) 
for the interpolation method in use in Section IV. 
The relation (C.3) shows that the discretization method is consistent in a conven- 
tional sense for any reasonable interpolators. To carry the analysis further some 
specializations are necessary. If the elastic body is the half plane y > yl equation 
(C.1) has the form 
u(x , t )= l f~ f/i H ( t - t ° -  I x -x° l / f l )  ¢rit to=o =-~ [ ( [ -  ~:~- (x ~ xo--~-/~-~/2 "r(xo, to)dxo dto + 2f(x,  t). 
(C.4) 
(The argument yl has been dropped.) The Fourier transform with respect o x of 
this equation is 
~(k, t) = fi Jo[kfl(t - to)] ~(k, to)dto + 2F(k, t) (C.5) 
it 
Jo is the Bessel function of zeroth order (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965). The 
discretized version is the same with &, ~, and P replaced by their approximations &*, 
~*, and ~'*. A notable feature of this equation is that since 
/ 2 ~ :/2 
Jo(kfito) --~ \~-~o/  cos(kflto - ~r/4), kflto >> 1. 
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The integral is insensitive to wave number components of ~(k, to) for whenever 
~(k, t) is well behaved as I k I --~ ~. As a result the large wave number errors in ~* 
do not affect the accuracy of the integral after a sufficiently large number of time 
steps. This result is, of course, just a restatement of the properties of the medium 
and it is expected to hold for most boundaries. Similar results are found when the 
high-frequency effects in displacement integrals are examined. 
Equation (C.5) is in a form suitable for stability analysis. If ~* and $'* are specified 
and 5" is to be calculated, it is clearly true that the iterative process is stable for a 
flat boundary. If &* is specified and ~* is to be evaluated, there is a possibility of 
instability. Consider the equation for k = 0. Let 
F (t) = u(x, t)dx. 
From (C.5) we obtain 
the solution for ~ is 
(t) fl (t 
= - ÷(to)dto + 2f' (t) 
tt L 
(C.6) 
/z0 
5(t) = fi ~ [5(0 - 2_~(t)]. (C.6a) 
The discretized version of (C.6) for interpolators Do is 
n 
fin = fiat y~ yn + 2/~ (C.7) 
# 1 
where 
~n=L £u j  n. 
(This relation can be deduced irectly from equations (26) and (27) by summation 
over j.) The analog of (C.6a) is readily found from (C.7) to be accurate to order At 
- _ F 'n-l) .[/_n - -  ~n--1 .l ~ 
~n is dependent only on the data at time levels n and n - 1, so this particular scheme 
is stable for sufficiently small wave numbers. If one were to use a different 
interpolation method for r* the result would not necessarily be the same. For 
example, if Tn(t) were linearly varying in time, as U n is in (24), instead of being 
piecewise constant, as it is in (23), we would have 
DGT} = fiat (E +1_i. Em_l 2)(Ek+l/2- Ek_l/2)m2H(m)gl(k_~k__~ 
\ vrn/  
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where 
g~(n) = 
1 
7 tin[ 171-1 + (n-2 _ 1)1/2] + 2 sin-' (7) 
1 
-- 717l~ [~/-2- 1] 1/2, 17]~ 1 
~, 171 -->1 
and k = [ i - j [ .  
For this interpolator 
The solution for 711 is 
[ in ,At  ( 1 )  7n+2   7 (C.8) 
2g {fz11- ~ 11-1 ~n ~n--l~ 
7 n = --7 n-1 "4" -~ At 2 ~t J (C.9) 
or 
I I1--1 1 2# t~11 f'11 7 n = ~-~ - -  2 + (-1)11 2 m=l ~ (-1)~ (t~m - 2 f,m) . (C.10) 
This solution for 7 n is clearly unacceptable; from (C.10) it is readily seen that 
arbitrarily large errors of 7 n may be made to persist for all time, for example by 
setting 
5 l -2P l=A,~m-2~'m=O,m> 1. 
~n 1 4# A Then 7 n = ( - l j  - ~-~ zi, n > 1. Equation (C.9) more closely represents the actual 
numerical iteration, so in terms of machine manipulations the solution would be 
7 n = ( - -1 )  n -1  2 71, n > 1. 
This process is marginally stable in theory and has been found to be unstable in 
practice. The type of divergence arising is global; one finds that after many time 
steps 
Tj n= Cj (-1)11 (1 + a)11, a>0 
where the constants Cj are all of the same sign. For a bonded interface the two 
interpolation schemes give identical results when solved for ~t11 but the linear traction 
interpolators again produce divergent tractions. 
A complete stability analysis of the approximated version of (C.5) should include 
all wave numbers k. This cannot be carried out analytically due to the appearance 
of the special function Jo. It is possible, however, to argue that the type of divergence 
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shown above is typical and detectable by the zero wave number analysis. First note 
that 
G (r, t, r0, to) ~ 0. 
A realistic discrete kernel DG should have DGo ~ >- 0 for small n. In the iterative 
solution for ~*, then, ~p will depend on an average over i of Ti n-l, ri "-z, i = j ,  j + 1, 
j +_ 2. That is, there is no numerical differentiation along the boundary. If uj n - 2 Fj." 
is smoothly varying with respect o j, any large wave number oscillations of the 
tractions will be smoothed out rapidly in the iterative process. Thus, it seems 
unlikely that divergence of the form Tp = Cj(-1) ]+n (1 -t- a) n could occur, and any 
instability would be caused by badly approximating the derivative with respect o 
time in (C.6a). 
It is possible to demonstrate hat Do produces a convergent algorithm for the two 
fundamental boundary value problems of the half plane. For the first problem, in 
which the traction is specified, it is sufficient o note that the error estimates (C.3) 
and (C.3a) give a bound for u* - u proportional to At and L. Therefore, if T(x, t) is 
sufficiently differentiable u* (x, t) --, u(x, t) as L --~ 0 with f ih t /L  held constant. 
The other fundamental problem is one in which u(x, t) is specified. Due to the 
singularities of the Green's function, manipulation of (C.4) presents erious difficul- 
ties. Instead, the wave number domain expression (C.5) will be used. The transform 
of ** (x, t) is given by 
7" (k, t) = s in(kL/2)  y~ L e ikxy , i  n, tn > t > t~-l. 
(kL/2)  
The discussion here will assume kL /2  < 1 to permit an interpretation of ÷* and ~*, 
which is given by a similar formula with time interpolation the same as in Do. For 
explicit time stepping the time step size is restricted to f iat <= L /2  and hence 
kfiAt < 1. 
By differentiating (C.5) one obtains for the exact solution 
0 j ,  _ 
# 0 h (k , t )=÷(k , t )+ r (k ,q )  ot o(kf i ( t  q ) )dq .  
fl Ot ~o 
(C.ll) 
The time stepping version of (C.5) is 
n 
~?~n.~ Z J°n-m'rm (c.12) 
where 
a-  = ~*(k,  t.) = ~(k,  t .)  
U n -=- ;r*(k, tm -- At~2) 
and 
ft tm Jo n-~ = Jo(kfl(t~ - q))dq. 
m--1 
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Differencing (C.12) gives 
/~ 1 z~ n-l) ÷~ n-1 1 -~ jo--- 6 (~t n - -= -b m~=l ~o o (jn-m jn-l-ra )¢r m. (C.13) 
Subtracting this from (C. 11 ) gives an expression for the error as it would be produced 
in the time stepping procedure 
Since 
and 
b(k, t~ - At/2) - ;r" = ~ ~ ~(k, t) jo o (5" - 5"-~) 
t.-at/2 
(tn-ht/2 
+ kf l  Jq=0 ÷(k, q) J~(k( tn  - A t~2 -- q ) )dq  
n--1 
_[_ ~ ~.rn __1 (jn--m J'n--m--1). 
m=l J0 ° 
Jo ° = At  1 - -~ + . . .  + ~(h f lA t )  2~ 
jn-m ~ jn - l -m 
This can be reduced to 
= - k f lh t  J l [ k f i ( tn  - q ) ]dq  + ~(k f lh t )  2. 
tm-1 
~(k, t~ - At/2) - ~ = O(k2fl2At) 
for all time steps; as At--~ 0, ~*(k, t) -+ ~(k, t). The general behavior of the error for 
fixed At and L can also be seen to be proportional to the wave number, i.e., errors 
at wavelength  will be proportional to L /h .  
It should be noted that, as in any numerical calculation, convergence depends on 
the differentiability of the boundary values and source terms. This has important 
consequences when one is approximating a mixed-type boundary value problem 
For any fixed value of k, as L --~ 0 with f lA t /L  held constant, the error inside the 
integral arising from the approximation ofJ1 is dominant and of order At. Therefore, 
by induction over time step n 
~0 tn-1 
+ kf l  ([~(k, q) - ~*(k, q)] J l [ k f l ( tn  - q)] + G(~*kf lh t )}dq .  
I ~(k, tn -- A t /2 )  -- ~.n = --~ 1 -- ~ -~ u(k ,  t) - .To f~ 
in--At~2 
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because stress discontinuities commonly arise at points where the type of boundary 
condition changes. It is possible to demonstrate that many BIE methods will not 
converge for these problems. 
A short digression seems in order here regarding equation (C.6). This relation has 
a particularly simple physical interpretation. The one-dimensional wave equation 
may be factored in the form 
(ri OOt + ~y) (~ OOt ~y) u(y' t) = g{y' t)' t > O' y >= yl" (C.14) 
The first factor corresponds to the characteristics of waves traveling in the positive 
y d~rection and is very similar inform to the homogeneous part of (C.6), which may 
be written as 
+ ~(y, t) = fl O-t 
Y=Yl 
(c.15) 
Thus (C.6) is an equation for waves traveling from y = yl into y > yl. The 
inhomogeneous term F is due to sources in the region y > yl and they must 
propagate along characteristics traveling in the negative y direction at y = yl. If 
g = 0 near y = yl, the solutions of (C.14) there are of the form 
u(y, t) = u ÷ (fit - y) + u-(fit + y) 
and obey the relation 
Ot + u = ~ Ot u-(fit + y) 
which compares term by term with (C.15). Analogies of this sort may be seen for the 
general BIE, equation (9), by considering local portions of space-time near OB. 
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